In order to evaluate and hopefully improve the offering of courses with a focus on *Contemporary Ethical Issues* (E), we would appreciate your feedback on the E-focus components of this course. Your comments will be anonymous and will be shared with the instructor only after grades have been submitted.

When you have finished, simply click on the **Send Answers** button. A "Thank You" message should then appear on the screen.

Mahalo for participating in this *Contemporary Ethical Issues* assessment activity!

This E-FOCUS Evaluation is being conducted at the end of the:

- **FALL 2007 SEMESTER**
- **SPRING 2008 SEMESTER**

**This Ethics Course:**

- PHIL 101 MW 1:30 PM- Moore
- PHIL 101 WEB - Moore
- PHIL 120 WEB - Pine
- POLS 120 WEB - Meacham
- POLS 120 M W 10 AM- Meacham
- POLS 130 WEB - Meacham
- REL 151 M W 10 AM- Panisnick
- REL 151 T 5 PM- Panisnick
- WS 151 M 5 PM- Roberts-Deutsch
- WS 151 M 5 PM- Roberts-Deutsch

**YOUR PASSWORD** (if your instructor provided one):
Please describe briefly some of the contemporary ethical issues you have discussed in this class.

What suggestions do you have for improving the ethics content of this course?

What disciplinary materials, approaches, or tools did your instructor supply you with to help you discuss contemporary ethical issues?

Please provide any other comments about this E-focus course.
Approximately what **percentage of this course** was dedicated to **contemporary ethical issues**?

- Less than 10%
- 10% - 30%
- 31% to 50%
- More than 50%

Approximately what **percentage of time** was spent in **class discussions of contemporary ethical issues**?

- Less than 10%
- 10% - 30%
- 31% to 50%
- More than 50%

Mark your level of agreement with each of the following statements.

**Strongly Disagree (1) -------> Strongly Agree (5)**

- The ethical issues in this class related to the course content.
  - Strongly Disagree
  - Strongly Agree

- I feel more capable discussing ethical issues.
  - Strongly Disagree
  - Strongly Agree

- The instructor introduced techniques for deliberating on ethical issues.
  - Strongly Disagree
  - Strongly Agree

- I feel more competent to evaluate ethical issues.
  - Strongly Disagree
  - Strongly Agree

**Mahalo for completing the survey!**